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Introduction. Modern deep neural networks have proven highly successful at learning morphol-
ogy, phonology, and phonetics with minimal domain specific structure and general purpose training
algorithms (e.g., Malouf 2017; Anastasopoulos & Neubig 2019; Nelson et al. 2020; Beguš 2021;
Silfverberg et al. 2021). However, while there have been laudible efforts at visualizing and inter-
preting some parts of these networks, their representations and processes are still largely opaque.
For example, the ability to visualize and interpret the selective activity pattern of a single artificial
neuron (or a layer of neurons) does not amount to an understanding of why selectivity exists, how
it is achieved, or what functional role it plays in subsequent processing. Similar limitations apply
to visualization of neural attention during recurrent processing, manipulation of hidden layer activ-
ities, and other types of neural probing or disentangling. Detailed understanding of neural network
computations remains an open problem and is paramount for research that seeks a multi-level,
integrated, explanatory theory of linguistic cognition (e.g., Smolensky & Legendre 2006).

We present learning results for a modular and highly transparent neural network model
of mophology and phonology, using verb inflection in English and Korean as our empirical tests.
The model has the capacity to perform a large but restricted set of mappings from morphologically
specified inputs to inflected output forms: it can combine invariant morphemes through prefixation,
suffixation, or infixation; and it can modify the resulting combinations with general (i.e., non-
morpheme specific) phonological processes. This is insufficient to account for the entirety of the
English or Korean patterns, both of which contain (lexically-specific) variation and subregularities.
We find that the model can nevertheless learn interpretable analyses of a substantial portion of each
pattern, in some instances from very small amounts of data.

Model overview. Input and target output forms are provided to the model in broad IPA tran-
scription with explicit begin/end markers (e.g., wish owISn, wished owIStn). The model embeds
each symbol x ∈ Σ as a real-valued feature vector x ∈ Rm; we used a common, publicly available
feature set, eliminated features that were not present in any segment of a language, added a feature
for the begin/end markers, and converted binary values to scalars. Each form is embedded as a ma-
trix X ∈ Rm×n by stacking the feature vectors of its segments as columns, left to right, and placing
0 vectors in any remaining columns (up to n = 20). Predicted output forms have the same matrix
format, but their columns can contain gradient (blended) feature vectors not identical to the embed-
ding of any discrete symbol. The log-likelihood of a target output is determined by converting each
column y of the predicted output to a probability distribution over discrete segments using squared
Euclidean distance, p(x|y) ∝ exp(−||x − y||22), and summing the logged values over symbols in
the target. In all of our simulations, the model attempted to maximize the total log-likelihood of
target outputs given inputs, with modest L2 regularization of the parameters (λ2 = 1.0e−4), using
stochastic gradient descent (Adagrad) over small minibatches (12-24 examples) for 15 epochs.

The model maps inputs to predicted outputs by applying a morphology module followed by
a phonology module, as in Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1985). At the lowest level of descrip-
tion, these modules contain nothing but familiar neural network components (e.g., linear maps,
convolutional layers, recurrent layers with attention). However, each component is functionally
specialized and interpretable as the gradient counterpart of a symbolic representation or operation.

Morphology module. Given the embedding I ∈ Rm×n of an input form and a target inflec-
tion (e.g., PAST), the morphology module retrieves a learned affix embedding A ∈ Rm×n and
learned parameters p that determine the location of the affix relative to the input form. The pos-
sible locations include prefix, suffix, and several others attested as ‘pivots’ of infixation (Yu 2007;



e.g., before/after the first/last consonant/vowel). The module constructs an affixed representation
M ∈ Rm×n with a recurrent computation that monotonically attends over columns in the input
embedding prior to the pivot, then columns in the affix, and finally any remaining columns of the
input. Because A and p are invariant across inputs for a given target inflection, the model can-
not currently account for cases of listed allomorphy or variable affix placement. However, it can
account for variation in the input or affix by applying phonological processes after morphology.

Phonology module. The phonology module, novel to this paper, contains a learned bank
of input-output constraints (e.g., Steriade 2001, Zuraw 2007). Each constraint is specified by
matching parameters fk (one per distinctive feature in each of three ordered feature matrices, fk =
fLk f
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change at the center of a locus (where δ can be feature modification, deletion, or epenthesis of one
symbol before/after the locus), and the features f δk of any preferred change. The phonology module
processes each locus (three-column window) in the output M of morphology by (i) computing the
degree of match φk ∈ (0, 1) between the locus and the fk pattern of each constraint, (ii) determining
the degree to which change δ applies at the locus by summing weighted match values across
constraints and applying a sigmoid nonlinearity, σ(
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computations can be performed in parallel for all loci and constraints; the changes are then applied
by a recurrence similar to that used for affixation. We allowed the phonology module to apply once
to its own output, a limited type of persistence (Myers 1991) or avoidance of surface violations.

Learning simulations. We performed learning simulations on generating English PAST and
3S.PRESENT forms from uninflected stems, using data supplied by the UniMorph project and con-
verted to IPA. The model was able to learn the regular parts of the English pattern, including /-d/
∼ /-t/ ∼ /-@d/ and /-z/ ∼ /-s/ ∼ /-@z/ allomorphy, to a certain extent from small training data
(Minimal) and nearly perfectly from large training sets (Regular). It performed near its maximum
ability when trained on regulars and irregulars (All), correctly inflecting verbs with regular past-
tenses and overregularizing the others (e.g., TINk-t *thinked). The model’s internal representations
were highly interpretable: for example, it tended to learn /@d/ as the past-tense morpheme, applying
processes of schwa deletion and voicing assimilation as appropriate. We also performed simula-
tions on generation of Korean DECLARATIVE and CONDITIONAL forms from the INFORMAL base
(Albright & Kang 2009), assembling data from the open-source KoParadigm and KoPron projects
(e.g., t@ph-@ INFORMAL → t@p-t*a DECL ‘cover’). When trained and tested on ‘regular’ inflec-
tions that it can in principle analyze, the model generalized even better from minimal data and was
nearly perfect with larger training sets. This involved learning several phonological alternations in
stems and affixes (cf. /phu-da/ DECL ‘scoop’). Performance was again near maximum capacity
when the data contained departures from perfect homogeneity (e.g., irregular liquid deletion), and
learned representations of affixes and processes closely matched descriptions in the literature.

English Korean
Minimal Regular All Minimal Regular All

Train .97 (.05) .95 (.09) .91 (.08) .99 (.01) .98 (.01) .67 (.08)
N = 64 N = 2193 N = 2375 N = 34 N = 854 N = 1572

Test .54 (.15) .94 (.09) .90 (.09) .79 (.13) .98 (.02) .66 (.07)
N = 4258 N = 1755 N = 1901 N = 1640 N = 806 N = 1258

Each cell gives mean (sd) for 10 simulations with random train/test data splits


